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Are you ready?

A1 level: 

learning nationalities + Is it….? – Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.

See the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3RnrfVaYAs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3RnrfVaYAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3RnrfVaYAs


Why do this? – a short introduction to global competences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3RnrfVaYAs


Global competences in the English classroom

Content in the language 

classroom

Twenty-first century students 
live in an interconnected, 
diverse and rapidly changing 
world - content in the 
classroom should reflect this



the capacity to examine 

issues and situations of 

local, global and 

(inter)cultural significance 

(e.g. poverty, economic 

interdependence, migration, 

inequality, environmental risks, 

conflicts, cultural differences 

and stereotypes)



What are global competences?



What are global competences?

the capacity to 

understand and 
appreciate different 

perspectives and 
world views





What are global competences?

the ability to establish 

positive interactions 
with people of different 

national, ethnic, 

religious, social or 

cultural backgrounds 
or gender





What are global competences?

the capacity and 

disposition to take 

constructive action 
toward sustainable 

development and 
collective well-being





How do global competences help our students?

➢ To live harmoniously in multicultural communities

➢ To thrive in a changing labour market

➢ To use media platforms effectively and responsibly

➢ To support the Sustainable Development Goals



Global issues – global competences

● Global issue – a problem that 

affects people all around the 

world

● Global competence – a 

combination of knowledge, 

skills, attitudes and values to 

address a global issue or 

intercultural situation



Pisa test (2018) – Global competences questionnaire

Cognitive assessment and background (attitude) questionnaires

















Which aspect of global competences would you 

discuss / have you discussed with your students 

in an EFL classroom?





Global competencies in the classroom

- Mini project – three topics

- Food waste 

- Fast fashion

- Language policy



Global competences at the PISA test - Four countries

Country 1 - the majority of people

speak the official language and

large groups across the country

speak another, non-official

language.

Country 2 - the majority of people

speak the official language and

small groups in several regions

speak non-official languages.

Country 3 - a minority of people

speak the official language and

the majority of people speak

another non-official language.

Country 4 - the population is

almost evenly split between

people who speak the official

language and and people who

speak a number of different,

non-official languages.



Global competences at the PISA test - Four countries

In which country would a

single-language education

be MOST appropriate based

on the population described

above?

In which country would a

single-language education

be LEAST appropriate based

on the population described

above?

Country 1 – majority: official language, large groups another language

Country 2 – majority: official language, small groups several non-official languages

Country 3 – minority: official language, majority another language

Country 4 – almost evenly split between official language a number of non-official languages



Aspects of Global Competences in my daily teaching practice
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All levels: think beyond grammar – the use of relevant example sentences



Aspects of Global Competences in my daily teaching practice

All levels: think beyond grammar – the use of relevant example sentences

There's a house but there isn't a 

garden. Is there a garage?

There's some water but there isn't any 

juice. Is there any cola?

vs.

There's a house but there isn't a kitchen 

in it. Is there a toilet?

There's some water but there isn't any 

clean water. Is there any soap?

I always go to the cinema on Sundays. Tom always recycles plastic bottles.

Are you going to buy a new T-shirt? Are you going to buy your T-shirt second-

hand?

By Friday I will have been in Rome for 

a month.

By 2300, sea levels will have risen by 5 

meters unless countries cut their 

emissions significantly.



Aspects of Global Competences in my daily teaching practice

A2 level: possessions

“I’m a monk and a monk 

doesn’t go out without his 

robes!” – students’ curiosity 

awakened



Aspects of Global Competences in my daily teaching practice

A2 level: migration and present perfect

Animal migration in CB →

Human migration →

Where do we have family?

(using padlet.com)

https://padlet.com/jtothj/DELP

https://padlet.com/jtothj/DELP


Aspects of Global Competences in my daily teaching practice

B2 level and above

● blood diamonds – a simulation

● fair trade – what is it, how it works

● the price of fashion

● SDGs: Sustainable Development Goals

● emotional wellbeing – focusing on the health of my 

students



A module on religions for 9th graders



Részben ilyen vagyok

I am partially like that.

Pontosan ilyen vagyok 

I am exactly like that. 

Többnyire ilyen vagyok 

I am mostly like that.

Nem nagyon vagyok ilyen 

I am not like that.

Egyáltalán nem vagyok ilyen 

I am not at all like that.

How well do these statements represent you?

I want to know how 

people live in other 

countries.

I want to know more 

about world 

religions.

I am interested in how 

people of other cultures 

see the world.

I am interested in 

the traditions of 

other cultures.

Why we chose to teach this topic – the results of a survey



Presentation on the different types of religions

Some words we will use…

Theism vs. 

atheism

the belief in the existence of a god or gods 

vs. a belief in no such beings

Monotheism From Greek: mono (one) + theos (god)

Polytheism From Greek: poly (many) + theos (god)

Animism From Latin: anima, 'breath, spirit, life'

Dualism Dual: having two sides/parts



1. Who are the gods? What is their relationship with humans? –
a grouping task for characteristics of types of religions

Animism Polytheism
All things — animals, plants, rocks, rivers, weather

systems, etc. — can be animated and alive. They

all have souls / spirits. Humans are equal to other

beings, including animals, plants, fairies, ghosts.

Local sacred and forbidden objects (trees, animals,

rocks) are based on local myths. Sacrifices are

offered to please spirits.

Specific gods (e.g. the fertility god, the god of war) can 

help in specific cases in return for sacrifices. Humans 

negotiate /have a “contract” with gods. These gods are 

partial / biased and can be convinced to help.

The world is a reflection of the relationship between 

gods and humans – humans are above other beings.

Dualism Monotheism Natural-law religions
There are two independent, 

opposing powers: good and evil. 

The universe is a battleground 

between these two forces –

everything is part of this struggle. 

Humans have to help the good 

god in this battle.

A certain (partial) local 

god becomes very 

important, and then 

eventually emerges as 

“the only god”

Humans are in a contract 

with the one god.

There is no need for a deity, the

superhuman order governing the world is a

product of natural laws rather than divine

wills.

If there are deities, they are also under the

influence of the natural laws. Humans are

also subject to the law of nature.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/zvbp7nb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zkdk382/articles/zvbp7nb


Questions discussed after watching the video:

1. What does religious freedom in the UK mean?

2. How can prejudice lead to discrimination?

3. What is a good way of solving the problem of prejudice 

and discrimination?

4. What is the ‘golden rule’ for each religion?

5. Who said religions are different roads converging to the 

same point?



How does interfaith 

society manifest in 

these pictures?

A church and a mosque in Birmingham

An interfaith family

Leicester Diwali celebrations



Questions for the mosaic reading for the 5 world religions

• Followers are called:

• Holy book:

• Symbol(s):

• How many gods are there?

• What are (some of the main) the gods called?

• What are the leaders/teachers called?

• Place of worship: name + 1 famous example

• What is man’s purpose on earth?

• What happens after death?

• How many followers are there?

• Where are they geographically?

• What are some major celebrations called?

• What do they celebrate?

• When/ How do these celebrations take place?



A 5-8-minute 

presentation on a 

religious holiday of 

one of the 5 

religions we have 

discussed so far to 

be done in groups.

Here are the

rubrics your talk

will be evaluated

by:

(peer feedback: a

point grade and a

remark)



Infographics made individually on religions or denominations not covered so far in our module





Interested in more on the topic? Click on the links:

● Join us in our budding global competences interest group 

by filling in this questionnaire

● Visit our school website for some of the teaching materials 

mentioned in this workshop

https://forms.gle/cXAnRFwSEkicpYTy7
http://radnoti-elte.edu.hu/angol2/

